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The Levenhuk DTX 43 Digital Magnifier is an excellent choice for reading and viewing small illustrations. This optical
instrument provides access to four levels of magnification and seven color modes for the displayed text. After connecting
the magnifying glass to your computer or TV, you can take screenshots and save them to the memory card. The
magnifier can be powered by a power supply or a battery. Battery life is 120 minutes. This magnifier is very easy to use.
Just place the Levenhuk DTX 43 over the text and move it while reading. The enlarged image is immediately displayed
on the built-in LCD screen. During operation, you can change the magnification or color mode. At any time, you can
press the button to take a screenshot. The image is immediately saved in the magnifier's memory, from where you can
copy it to your computer for future use. After connecting the magnifying glass to the computer, you can save the pictures
to your hard disk. By displaying the image on an external screen in real time, the magnifier can be used during lectures
and presentations. The Levenhuk DTX 43 magnifier is ideal for reading in low light conditions - it has a built-in LED
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backlight. â€¢ magnification: 6-14x (6x, 8x, 10x, 14x) â€¢ 4.3 "LCD screen â€¢ 7 color modes26 January,
â€¢ connection
to a TV or
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computer â€¢ battery operation up to 120 minutes without recharging â€¢ LED lighting â€¢ case included â€¢ support for
memory cards â€¢ stop-frame function â€¢ the ability to take pictures â€¢ folding stand â€¢ contents of the set: digital
magnifier, adapter, TV cable, USB cable, lithium-ion battery, pouch, cleaning cloth, user manual Warranty 2-year shop
guarantee, lifetime manufacturer's warranty
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